We, Sona International are leading Manufacturer, Exporter and Supplier of Cap Punching Power Presses, Multiple Spindle Vertical Machines, Wad Assembly Machines, Long Cap Spindle Wading Machines.
About Us

We Sonal International are well known Manufacturer, Exporter and Supplier organizations established in the year 1996, at Delhi. We are the best by offering best collections of machines like Cap Punching Power Presses, Multiple Spindle Vertical Machines, Wad Assembly Machines, Long Cap Spindle Wading Machines, Semi Automatic Strip Oiling Machines, Horizontal Multi Spindle Knurling Machines, Side Embossing Machines, Redraw Power Presses, Multi Spindle Knurling Beading Machines, Multi Cavity P.P Caps Dies, Industrial Ring Separators, Shearing Machines, Roll Feeds, Assembly Machine Tools, Automatic Knurling Machines, Industrial Pneumatic Power Presses, Industrial Machine Tools, Semi Automatic P. P. Caps Machines, Bottling Plants. These machines are designed for mainly manufacturing the plastic caps. These machines are manufactured by our experts with the utilization of out most sincerity and hard work. Our experts are best in class and experienced in this realm. They manufacture these machines with the use of modern machines and skills to keep it as per required standards. These machines are compact designs and high in functionality. They are highly appreciated for its quality assurance, high recital, water proof packaging and cost effective rates.

We have created a huge infrastructure unit that stretched over large area of land. Our infrastructure is well equipped with latest machines to help us to produce these machines...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/sonainternational-delhi/about-us.html
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Cap Punching Power Press
- Precision Power Press
- Dies for Single Cavity to 6 Cavity
- Multi Cavity PP Cap Dies
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Multi Spindle Knurling Beading Machine
- Assembly Machine Tool
- Industrial Pneumatic Power Press
- Industrial Machine Tool
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Bottling Plant
- Wad Assembly Machine
- Wad Assembly Machine
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CONTACT US

Sona International
Contact Person: Deepak Prajapati

A 13, 2nd Floor, Mcd 22/7, Gali No. 11, 12, Anand Parbat Indl. Area
New Delhi - 110005, Delhi, India

https://www.indiamart.com/sonainternational-delhi/